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Geoscience BC Water Projects

Geoscience BC Mandate:  “Attract mineral and oil & gas 
investment to B.C. through generating, interpreting, and 
publicly distributing geoscience data”

In 2008, GBC received funding targeted to oil & gas 
geoscience in frontier areas of the Province

– First major project:  Horn River Basin Aquifer Study

Since then, GBC has led geoscience efforts to characterize 
water resources in support of unconventional hydrocarbon 
development in British Columbia
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Montney Water Project (2011)

The GBC Montney Water Project 
was the first integrated assessment 
of water resources in:

– Deep saline aquifers

– Shallow non-saline aquifers, 
and 

– Surface water bodies

It demonstrated that industry may 
have difficulty in accessing 
sufficient water resources in the 
Foothills and western Plains, and 
that our understanding of shallow 
aquifers is limited
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Peace Project (Initiated 2015)

Interpretation of shallow 
aquifer potential in the 
Montney fairway is limited 
by scarcity of data

Geoscience BC initiated 
the Peace Project to map 
groundwater resources 
through the use of 
airborne geophysics

8000 km2 Peace Project 
area covers a large part of 
the western Montney 
fairway
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Peace Project Data Acquisition
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SkyTEM airborne electromagnetic 
geophysical survey collected resistivity data 
from near surface to depths up to 300m



Peace Project Mapping Calibration

Petrel Robertson Consulting 
and Quaternary Geosciences  
Inc. were engaged to calibrate 
interpretation of the airborne 
EM survey

Map depth to bedrock and 
interpret Quaternary 
stratigraphy in shallow sections 
of petroleum boreholes

Compile existing surficial 
mapping and incorporate 
borehole interpretations
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Peace Project Mapping Calibration

1381 petroleum boreholes 
were selected with cased-hole 
gamma-ray logs, run to within 
50m of surface

NW-SE structural trends control 
conventional targets and 
dictate well data distribution

Values are plotted at surface 
hole locations of deviated or 
horizontal wellbores
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Cased Hole Gamma Log Correction

Statistical technique of Quartero et al 
(2014) applied to correct cased-hole 
gamma curves for attenuation effects

Corrected cased-hole gamma merged 
with open-hole curves to create 
continuous coverage across shallow 
bedrock and Quaternary section

Top bedrock identified by deviation 
from predictable Cretaceous bedrock 
stratigraphy
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Cased Hole Gamma Log Correction

Bedrock surface identified with a high degree of 
confidence from bottom up and top down

– Some uncertainty arises from factors such as 
depth of conductor pipe
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Cased Hole Gamma Log Correction

Quaternary section is very thin in most locations, 
and could not be determined even from very 
shallow log readings

– Leads to a limited ability to evaluate 
Quaternary stratigraphy
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Methods – Gamma log interpretation

Base of Quaternary identified by deviations from the predicted bedrock 
stratigraphy :

– sharp and large magnitude (e.g. 60 - 120 API) gamma decline  (e.g. 
Quaternary sands over shale)

– unusually erratic data (& rare gamma spikes)

– unexpectedly low and uniform gamma  

Most easily recognized where coarse glacial sediments overlie fine-
grained bedrock units 

Challenges:

– similar gamma signal of Quaternary sand over sandstone and Quaternary 
clay over shale

– glaciotectonic disruption of bedrock surfaces

– Interference from conductor pipe

– Uppermost part of gamma log truncated (not run to surface)
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Interpretations also based on: 

Since only gamma log data was available, our interpretations are also 
based on: 

• Surficial geology, landforms and soils data

• Geomorphology and topography

• Bedrock geology

• Several hundred ground water well logs

• Quaternary stratigraphy data

• Geology and hydrogeology reports (e.g. Mathews 1978; Ronneseth
1994; Bednarski, 2000; Hartman 2005; Hickin 2011; Lowen 2011
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• Compiled from 16 
Quaternary geology, 
landforms and soils 
maps (1:20k to 1:250k  
scale)

• Covers parts of 19 
1:50k NTS sheets with 
contours & drainage 
incorporated

• Some simplification 
(grouping of map 
units) and 
modifications 
required to minimize 
map “edge effects”

Surficial Geology Map
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Methods - Quaternary Stratigraphy and 
Aquifer Interpretation

In addition to depth to bedrock data, stratigraphic intervals with aquifer 
potential were interpreted from all gamma logs 

Depths to the top and base of potential aquifers estimated 

Depths to tops of confining aquitards determined to ID confined 
Quaternary aquifers

Other compiled data for each well site:

– surficial materials 

– slope position and elevation 

– underlying bedrock formation 

– Comments on local geomorphic setting, alternate interpretations, inferred 
depth of the conductor pipe, etc. 
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Results

1. Largest & deepest 
paleochannels in the 
southern plateau 
area

2. Halfway River 
paleochannel and 
numerous western 
tributaries

3. Complex paleo-
topography in upper 
Beatton – Sikanni 
Chief drainages 

4. Blueberry & Doig
paleochannels

5. Paleochannel 
complex in the 
Charlie Lake area   



1.  Southwest plateau area

The largest and deepest paleochannels occur in the south part of the 
study area on the low plateau adjacent to the modern Peace River valley

Paleochannels previously known there but only broadly delineated

Main paleochannel at least 10 km wide, significantly wider than the 
modern valley

The deepest sections of the buried valley occur along the east side of the 
lower Halfway River (depths of 180-190 m) and along lower Cache Creek 
(up to 188 m)

– Western tributaries occur along the Farrell and Lynx valleys separated by 
several mapped highlands

– North-eastern tributaries may include lower Coplin, West Cache, East 
Cache, North Cache and Red Creeks. 
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1.  Southwest plateau area



2. Halfway River Area

A large paleochannel valley extends from the Trutch map area (>50 N) 
to the Peace River, mostly following the modern Halfway R valley

Major tributaries are from the west and and occur along the Chowade, 
Graham, Groundbirch, Kobes, Grave, Horseshoe and Cypress creeks. 

The Halfway River valley and the above mentioned modern tributary 
valleys also have extensive surface deposits of alluvial and glaciofluvial
sands and gravels that comprise good potential unconfined aquifers.
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2. Halfway River Area



3.  Upper Beatton-Sikanni Chief area

Relatively narrow paleochannels  follow the upper Beatton (locally > 50 
m deep) and upper Sikanni Chief (possibly >130 m deep)  valleys

These valleys have good potential for buried (confined) as well as surface 
(unconfined) aquifers (within alluvial floodplain and glaciofluvial terrace 
deposits).  

Three main buried valleys, not occupied by modern rivers, are inferred:

1. a paleovalley >40 m deep, along a topographic saddle that is 
aligned with straight reaches of the upper Sikanni Chief and 
Beatton River valleys  (see W-E cross-section) 

2. a possible paleochannel  along the current Lily Lake valley 

3. a paleovalley along a topographic saddle that extends northward 
from the Sikanni Chief valley into a tributary valley of the 
Buckinghorse River
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3. Upper Beatton-Sikanni Chief area
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N-S Section – Upper Beatton River valley
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Upper Beatton valley : N-S section detail

Base of Quaternary Aquifer (25-35 m depth)
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Buried valley (no river): W-E section
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Buried valley (no river): W-E section detail

Base of Quaternary 
Aquifer (40-50 m 
depth)

Shallower 
Aquifer 
(~35 m)
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4.  Upper Blueberry & Doig R areas

A narrow paleochannel or channel 
remnants occur along the 
Blueberry River Valley

The Doig R paleochannel (up to 30 m 
deep) is partially incised by a late-glacial 
meltwater channel

A buried valley may also occur along the 
Beatton River (Mathews, 1978). 



5.  Charlie Lake Area

Numerous water wells, but relatively few gas wells, indicate a complex 
bedrock topography in the area

– especially around the southern end of Charlie Lake

A major buried valley occurs along the Peace River - the northern margin 
extends into the Fort St. John area 

– bedrock generally is 20 to 40 m deep but is > 40 m deep in the southern 
part of the area

Three south-trending buried channels:

– in the Stoddard Creek - Charlie Lake valley (bedrock locally up to 100 m 
deep)

– along an unnamed valley to the east of Wilder Creek (locally with bedrock 
depths >40 m), and 

– just west of St. John Creek (bedrock up to 78 m deep). 

– These are likely paleo-tributary channels of the larger Peace River buried 
valley complex
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5.  Charlie Lake Area



Summary Paleochannel Map

Interpretations of gamma 
logs and supporting data 
have successfully identified 
several new paleochannels 
and refined the boundaries 
of some previously known 
buried valleys
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Summary and Conclusions
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Stratigraphic interpretations from petroleum boreholes were successfully 
integrated with existing maps to create improved understanding of 
Quaternary sediment thickness and paleovalley / aquifer distribution

Quaternary sediments are thin across most of the area, and substantial 
aquifer potential is confined largely to major paleovalleys

Air photo interpretation, targeted field studies, and incorporation of 
verified water well data could greatly improve our understanding of the 
Quaternary stratigraphy

The value of this approach will be tested by integration with the SkyTEM
airborne EM data
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